Title is 75 point arial bold and goes here.
Subtitle (only if needed) is 55 point arial bold.

Section headings are 55 point arial bold.

Body text is at least 18 point arial regular. Try for 36 point if possible. Keep text to a minimum.

Photo, Name, Rank, and Institution for 2-3 presenting authors. Photo must be a headshot 2.5 inches in width and no more than 3.5 inches high.

Orange section titles for left border are 30 point arial bold. Primary authorship and partnership information is 25 point arial bold.

Please list additional authors as text in space below. Name only. Additional authors names are 20 point arial bold (can go lower on this if need to squeeze in more people.

Change colors of “C-MORE Connections” graphic to represent institutions and themes in this poster. This connections graphic will help the reader identify collaborations between the 6 partner institutions.

1. Orange for institutions and themes represented in poster.
2. Gray for institutions and themes not involved.
3. You can adjust the colors by:
   a. Ungroup the object.
   b. Select the logo or theme you want to change.
   c. Use the eyedropper tool to copy the color the color from one of the other logos.